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Ali's donkey strays into the arena during a very important chariot race - and wins the race! The

parallel text will help you to follow Ali's exciting adventure - in French and English! Includes

parallel text, speech bubbles, guidance for readers and a quiz to check understanding.

About the AuthorPatricia Billings is a publisher, editor and writer specializing in bilingual and

translated literature. She is the writer of Empathy, Friends, Sharing and Love, published in

English and 17 bilingual editions by Milet Publishing. She is the Editorial Director of the Milet

Turkish Literature Series. She cofounded Milet and codirected the company for 15 years, in

London, Izmir, and Chicago, helping to grow it into a leading multilingual publisher. Prior to this,

Patricia worked in Washington, DC with human rights and antiracism organizations. She was

also an editor at The Jordan Times newspaper in Amman.--This text refers to the board_book

edition.
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Steven, “Excellent Series. Highly recommended. Interesting story and dual language means

easy to check the translation of words you don't know. I purchased all the books in this series.

Arrived quickly.”

The book by Lynne Benton has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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